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Abstract: Given the mass of printed documents today, an automated entry system is highly desirable. Many techniques focusing on processing monochrome documents have been proposed in the past years but few techniques have been proposed for dealing with colourprinted documents. The authors discuss the processing of colour-printed documents in 24-bit true colour images and propose an approach for extracting text strings from them. Due to the very large amount of data in a 24-bit true colour image, processing is usually very time consuming. To reduce the computational complexity and thus speed up processing, the original colour image is first transformed into a binary image of edge representation for page segmentation. Then a new method is used to identify the text blocks. Finally, all the identified text blocks are transformed into white-background/black-text binary images for an OCR system. The proposed approach was implemented and tested on a Pentiumi90 PC and experimental results have demonstrated its feasibility.
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Introduction



Huge amounts of printed materials (e.g. newspapers, magazines, journals, and various manuals) are published everyday. How to store these documents is a difficult problem. Moreover, how to classify and index them for efficient and convenient access is also none too easy. An excellent solution is to transform these paper-based documents into computerised formats. Document analysis is a technique for attaining this purpose. Many approaches devoted to processing monochrome documents have been proposed in the past years. Wahi et al. [l] presented a prototype system for document analysis and a constrained runlength algorithm for block segmentation. Nagy et al. [2] designed an expert system with two tools: the X-Y tree and the formal block-labelling schema, to facilitate document analysis. Fletcher et al. [3] proposed a robust algorithm, which uses the Hough transform to group con0IEE, 1996 IEE Proceedings onhne no. 19960325 Paper first received 12th June 1995 and in revised form 15th January 1996 The authors are with the Institute of Information Engineering, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan, Republic of China 210



nected components into local character strings, to separate text from mixed textigraphics document images. Some other systems based on the prior knowledge of some statistical properties of various blocks (e.g. text, graphics, and halftone pictures, etc.) [4-81, or texture analyses [9, 101 have also been successively developed. These systems all focus on processing monochrome documents. In contrast, few approaches have been proposed for dealing with colour-printed documents. However, with the advent of inexpensive colour scanners and powerful office computers, the fundamental prerequisites for colour document analysis are fulfilled. So, in this paper, we progress to deal with colour-printed documents. When processing monochrome documents, we usually make the implicit assumption that all the objects, such as text and graphics, are groups of black pixels. With this assumption, we just need to deal with black pixels in the document image. However, in the case of colour-printed documents, objects can be various colours. So, locating them can be a problem. In addition, after scanning, a colour that is consistent to the human eye will distribute over a range (e.g. in our experiments, a colour of violet will distribute over the range of 189 5 R 5 210, 155 5 G 5 172, and 240 5 B 5 255 in the RGB colour model after scanning), and this is referred to as the colour-diffusion problem hereinafter. These two problems, however, are solved by the proposed approach. In this paper, we discuss the processing of colourprinted documents in 24-bit true-colour images. A 24bit true-colour image is a colour image of very high quality. It can display 224 colours simultaneously. Since the decomposed documents will be reconstructed and printed out for reading some day, processing in 24-bit true-colour images can give a much better approximation to the original documents. Each pixel in a 24-bit true-colour image is characterised by the values of R, G, and B, and every value is represented by eight bits. Thus, a true-colour document image acquired by scanning is a very large amount of raw data. For example, when scanned with a resolution of 250 dotiin in the true-colour type, an A4-size document will generate about 17.3MB of raw data. So, processing true colour document images is usually very time consuming. To reduce processing time and thus facilitate colour document analysis, we propose an efficient approach for extracting text strings from true-colour document images in this paper. IEE Proc.-Vis. Image Signal Process., Vol. 143, No. 4, August 1996



Transformation into binary image of edge representation
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A colour document image is first transformed into a binary image of edge representation by an edge-detection technique. This is done for page segmentation. The idea underlying most edge-detection techniques is the computation of a local derivative and the gradient is such an operator. The magnitude of the gradient is commonly used to detect edge points in a grey-level image [II]. However, in colour images of the RGB model, every pixel is characterised by the values of R, G, and B. In such cases, edges are where the values of R, G, and B have abrupt transitions. Thus, ithe edge strength of each point can be evaluated by the sum of the magnitudes of R, G, and B gradients and with a proper threshold for the edge strength the edge points will be located. Finally, the original colour document image is transformed into a binary image of edge-representation by setting the edge points to ones and others to zeros.
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size 1712 x 2475 pixels and Fig. 3 shows the binary image of edge representation obtained by applying the method described.
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Fig. 1 Masks used to compute gradient components



Fig.3 Binary image of edge-representationfor document image shown in
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Fig.2 Original 'CUTNews' document image



There are several pairs of masks that can b'e used to compute the gradient components G, and Cy in a digital image [ll]. The Sobel operators are used in our approach. Fig. 1 shows the masks used to compute G, and Gy. Fig. 2 illustrates a colour document image with IEE Proc-Vis Image Signul Process.. Vol. 143, No. 4, August 19986



Page segmentation



Page Segmentation is a procedure for dividing a document image into subregions (blocks), each of which contains only one type of objects (e.g. text or graphics). The constrained runlength algorithm (CRLA) proposed by Wahl et al. [l] is a technique for this purpose. Consider, for example, the following binary string 10001010000111. With a constraint C = 3 to the run length of zeros, if the number of adjacent zeros is less than or equal t o C , these zeros must be replaced with ones. As a result, the binary string is converted into the sequence 11111110000111. This one-dimensional operation is applied row-by-row as well as column-by-column to a binary document image. After performing the horizontal CRLA with a constraint Ch,, , the horizontally consecutive zeros longer than ch,, in the image are all detected because the shorter horizontally consecutive zeros have been smeared to ones. Similarly, after performing the vertical CRLA to the original image with another constraint C,,,, the vertically consecutive zeros longer than C,,, are also detected. These two intermediate bitmaps are subsequently combined by a logical AND operation and then the longer horizontally and vertically consecutive zeros will appear simultaneously in this resultant binary image. Findlly, to eliminate those small gaps interrupting a text line, an additional horizontal smoothing is performed by means of the horizontal CRLA with a smaller constraint Cs,n. 21 1



In our approach, the CRLAs with C,,,= 300, C,,,= 300, and C,, = 30 are employed to do page segmentation in the binary image of edge representation. Fig. 4 shows the result of applying page segmentation to the binary image shown in Fig. 3. As illustrated, all the text lines and pictures are successfully segmented and included in respective blocks. Finally, to identify each block separately for subsequent text block identification, a standard technique known in digital image processing as connected component labelling [I 11 is applied to the binary image shown in Fig. 4.



respective blocks. The next problem is how to identify those blocks which contain text (i.e. the text block). In colour documents, compared with the abundance of colours in a graphics block, the number of colours in a text block is much smaller. Except in some special cases, such as nonuniform-coloured headlines and text on a graphics background, there are only two colours in a text block (one for the background, the other for the text). Moreover, these two colours must be distinguishable in at least one of the R, G, and B colour components to see the text on the background. Fig. 5 shows the R, G, and B histograms of such a text block. Note that the text and background colours are grouped into two dominant modes in the histograms. In addition, as demonstrated in Fig. 5, the most dominant mode is always made by the background colour and this makes one able to distinguish the text and background colours in the histograms of R,G, and B. Based on this knowledge, we develop a method for identifying the text blocks and transforming them into white-backgroundlblack-text binary images, which are ready for an OCR system. To cope with the colour-diffusion problem resulting from the scanning procedure, two assumptions are made: - When an identical colour area is scanned, the values of R, G, and B are distributed normally. - The background occupies at least p , 0 < p < 1, proportion in a text block.



Fig.4 Result of applying page segmentation to binary image shown in



Fig. 3
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Fig. 6 Normal density function wit/ 'arumeters p and d
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With these two assumptions, we draw the first criterion for identifying the text blocks. To begin with, suppose that the normal distribution N(p, 0') illustrated in Fig. 6 represents the distribution of a scanned colour. Then the area of length 2t centred about EL in Fig. 6 can be evaluated by the following eqn. [12]:



area of length 2t centred about p



1



P+t



=2



Fis.5 Histograms of text block a Histogram of R colour component b Histogram of G colour component c Histogram of B colour component (i) Mode made by background colour (ii) Mode made by text colour
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Text block identification and transformation



Thus far, the text lines, pictures, and other objects in a document image have been located and included in 212



= 2 [@



f ( x )dx
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where f ( x ) is the probability density function of N(p, 0') and @ (x) is the cumulative distribution function of N(0, 1). The derivation of eqn. 1 is provided in the Appendix. Multiply the result of eqn. 1 by p , as described, which is the lower bound of the proportion IEE Proc: Vis. Image Signal Process., Vol 143, No. 4, August 1996



occupied by the background in a text block, (and then one can conclude that, in the respective histograms of R, G, and B of a text block, the accumulating value in the 2t region centred about the most dominant mode must be greater than or equal to 2p[@(t/o)- 0.51. Furthermore, the colours represented by these mast dominant modes are just the background colour. Fig. 5 is an illustration of such a case. So, the first criterion for identifying a block as a text block is to verify the existence of such a mode in the histograms of R, (7, and B of this block. The next problem is how to estimate and set these three parameters: t , p , and B. First, t is just the parameter used to control the length of the accumulated region in a histogram, so it just needs to be set to a proper value and t was set to 10 in our system. The estimation of parameter p needs some experimentation. We first manually segmented some text blocks with variant sizes of text and then evaluated the proportion occupied by the background in the histograms. According to the experimental results, p was set to 0.65. As for the estimation of o, we first collected those images obtained by scanning an identical colour area. Then based on the assumption of normal distribution, the mean ps and standard deviation os of the histograms of R, G, and B could be evaluated by the following maximum-likelihood estimators of p and CT [13]: l n @=-Cz; n



(iii) If the height of the block is too large (e.g. larger than a third of the height of the document), it must be a vertical line or a graphics block. Once a block is identified as a text block, it will be transformed into a white-background/black-text binary image for an OCR system. To achieve this, the colours in this block need to be separated into two classes (one represents the background colour; the other represents the text colour). In the RGB colour model, separating colours needs three-dimensional computation and it is much more time-consuming than processing in one-dimension. Hence, to reduce processing time it is preferred to separate colours according to one of the histograms of R, G, and B, and, of course, this chosen histogram must be the most separable one among these three histograms. In our approach the distance between the two dominant modes found previously in every histogram is used to estimate the separability of the histogram. For example, according to this crilerion, the most separable histogram in Fig. 5 is (a). The last task is to separate colours according to the chosen histogram. In our approach, the momentpreserving technique [I41 is employed for this task because it is efficient and has satisfactory performance [15, 161. After colour classification, the colours in the background colour class are reset to white while other colours are reset to black. As a result, the text block is transformed into a white-background/black-text binary image.



2=1



and



where n is the total number of pixels in the innage and 5 x, 5 255, is the value of R, G, or B of the ith pixel. Finally, according to the experimental results, o was set to four. By means of this criterion almost all the text blocks in a document image can be identified successfully, but unfortunately some nontext blocks that reveal the same trait in the histograms of R, G, and B will be simultaneously identified as text blocks. To solve this problem, an additional criterion is used to check those blocks satisfying the first criterion. This additional criterion is described as follows. After the most dominant modes in the histograms of R, G, and B are located and verified, we further check if there exists a small mode on either side of the most dominant one. If it does in all the three histograms (e.g. the case illustrated iin Fig. 4), this block will be really identified as a text block and the colours represented by these three small modes will be the text colour; otherwise this block will be ignored. In addition, to speed up processing, before applying these two criteria to verify a block, some geometric features of this block are previously examined to exclude those which cannot be text blocks in shape: (i) If the width of the block is too small, it must be noise or a vertical line. (ii) If the height of the block is too small, it must be noise or a horizontal line.
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Fig. 7
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Processing result of document image illustrated in Fig.2



Experimental results



The proposed approach was implemented and tested on a Pentium/90 PC. The 24-bit true-colour document 213



images were acquired with a resolution of 250 dotlin by a HP ScanJet IIcx colour scanner. Fig. 7 shows the processing result of the document image illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 8 shows some of the output binary text images, which are ready for a commercial OCR system. As illustrated in Fig. 7, all the text strings were successfully extracted and transformed into the white-backgroundiblack-text format no matter what colours they were originally. The processing time for this document image was about 72 seconds.



the processing result and it took about 74 seconds to process this image. Again, all the text strings were successfully extracted and transformed into the whitebackgroundiblack-text format. Some of the output binary text images of this document are shown in Fig. 11.



e:2



Fig.9



Original Yeep’ document image



Fig. 9 is another colour document image with size 1640 x 2483 pixels acquired from the Chinese Cur News magazine. There are four kinds of colour text in this image: black text on white background, red text on white background, white text on green background, and yellow text on green background. Fig. 10 shows 214



Fig. 12 is a colour document image with size 1812 x 2560 pixels acquired from the Chinese Newton magazine. Its background is fully black SO the present OCR systems cannot handle it directly at all. However, by means of our approach, the various sizes and fonts of Chinese and English text strings were still extracted correctly, as illustrated in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows some IEE Proc -Vis Image Signal Process Vol 143, No 4, August 1996



of the output binary text images. It took about 77 seconds to process this image.



NEWTON SPECIAL



Newton 6



Fig. 12 Original ‘Newton’document image



Conclusion



To facilitate automated colour document processing an approach for extracting text strings from 24-bit truecolour document images is proposed in this paper. Processing true-colour document images is usually very time consuming. However, by means of the proposed procedure this difficulty has been adequately overcome. In addition, owing to no prior knowledge about the colours of text and the colour-diffusion problem resulting from the scanning procedure, a new method for identifying the text blocks is also presented. Finally, all the identified text blocks are transformed into whitebackgroundlblack-text binary images, which are ready for a commercial OCR system. The experimental results have demonstrated that this approach is capable of extracting various sizes, fonts, and colours of Chinese and English text strings from colour document images. The extraction of nonuniform-coloured headlines and text on a graphics background is our next research target.
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